486	THE LAW OF MOVABLES
sufficiently to admit of a dealing with them, as where they are
seized by creditors in accordance with the local law or wrong-
fully sold by the carrier, the question of title must clearly be
determined by the lex situs.1 If the transit is by sea in one ship,
there is much to be said for applying the law of the flag.2
II. ASSIGNMENTS OF CHOSES IN ACTION
Different     Choses in action may be divided into rights which are mere
Jj**frights of action, and rights which are represented by some
action document or writing that is not only capable of delivery but in
the modern commercial world is negotiated as a separate physi-
cal entity. A debt, arising from a loan or an ordinary mercantile
contract, is an example of the first class, while the second
class is chiefly exemplified by negotiable instruments and
shares. It is proposed here to keep the two classes separate, and
to deal first with debts, secondly with negotiable instruments,
and thirdly with shares.
(a) Debts
(r) The various theories. Pages 486-91.
(2) The modern law stated. Pages 491-8.
(i) Voluntary assignments. Pages 492-9.
(a) Questions dependent solely upon the validity and effect of
the assignment. Pages 492-6.
(jS) Questions dependent upon the nature of the right assigned.
Pages 496-9.
(ii) Involuntary assignments. jP<sr,gw 499-501.
(i) The various theories
The legal     The conflict of opinion which impedes the search for the
caTwe^f Pr°Per *aw to govern an assignment of choses in possession is
application equally evident ia the corresponding case of debts. Various
theories have been propounded. The law of the place where the
creditor is domiciled; the law of the place where the debt may
be said to have an artificial situation; the law of the place where
the assignment is made; the proper law of the assignment; the
proper law of the transaction that created the debt; all these
legal systems have found their advocates.
• prepared to apply the English proper law of a transfer between A and B to the
right of creditors to seize the subject-matter in Scotland.
1	Cainmtllv. $ewell<, supra, p. 482.
2	Cp. L/tyJv. Gulbert (1865), L.R. i Q.B. 115.

